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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 On Tuesday, October 11th, the WFRC club was 
scheduled to hold the first indoor meeting of the 
season at the Monticello Middle School. However, the 
attendance only consisted of the club president, 
secretary and a guest looking to join the club.
 Because of the lack of participation, there was no 
meeting held.

Upcoming Events
Marcee Indoor Flying - The Marcee group has 
negotiated with the golf dome in Brooklyn Park for 
indoor winter flying starting in December and 
continuing through April 2017. Flying will tentatively 
be available on the second Tuesday and fourth 
Thursday of the month. There will be 2 hours of time 
starting at 7:30 PM each of the sessions. The charge 
will be $10 per session for Marcee members and $15 
for non Marcee members. Check the website at 
WWW.Marcee.org to verify the session dates.

FPV Flying
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 First Person View is arguably the fastest growing 
activity in RC modeling. And it is finding its way into 
all aspects of the hobby. Miniaturized cameras and 
video transmitters of compact size can be attached to 
a wide variety of RC aircraft and ground vehicles to 
give the operator an on-board perspective sufficient to 
pilot/drive in the air, on the ground or through the 
water.
 So far, FPV activity by our club members at the field 
this summer has been sparse. There have been reports 

CHANGE IN DATE
The next meeting is rescheduled

for 7:00 PM on Thursday, 
November 10th, 2016. It will be 

held in Room 30 of  the 
Monticello Middle School. 

of a few non club fliers coming out to the field to fly 
FPV multicopters, but I know of four of our members 
trying their hand at FPV.

 Nevertheless, interest could build if our members 
are able to take in the success our club “pioneers” are 
making. One effort in particular that is worth notice is 
Joel Dirnberger morphing his BluFO designed delta 
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wing electric into yet another configuration, that of 
FPV platform. Actually, Joel's BluFO, in an EPP foam 
material sold by Ready Made RC, was billed by them as 
a FPV platform and was favorably reviewed by Jim T. 
Graham of  RC Groups this past summer.

 I wanted to try a BluFO as FPV as a progression 
from my Blade 350QX quadcopter that provided a lot 
of “training wheels” for me with its GPS position and 
altitude hold modes. However, I'm not a big fan of 
EPP construction so I got one of Joel's Depron based 

foam kits. And to further give me a full range FPV 
experience, I wanted to put landing gear on the BluFO 
to take full advantage of  our hard surface runway.
 I would have been happy to have Joel give me some 
pointers to make some mods on FPV BluFO build, 
but he jumped right in and drafted changes to the 
basic design to incorporate both a camera mount, and 
steerable tricycle landing gear. From there he went on 
to build a prototype complete with his FPV 
modifications.
 His FPV version had a number of unique changes 
to the basic BluFO to accommodate landing gear and 
video camera. Joel wanted to keep the same power 
system although the camera, video transmitter and 
landing gear were going to add weight, much of it 
ahead of the CG. So he raised the motor/prop thrust 
line so the landing gear struts could be kept shorter 
and still give ground clearance for the prop arc. He 
relocated the elevon servos back farther toward the 
wing trailing edge.
 Up front, the fuselage pod nose was modified to 
mount a camera, nose wheel and steering servo. The 
camera was set on a swiveling platform that is linked 
to the steering servo so there is a panning capability 
with the Tx rudder stick.
 Early in October, Joel conducted a LOS maiden of 
the new FPV version and confirmed it still had the 
stable flight characteristics of the lineage it was 
descended from. Ground handling and power was also 
very satisfactory. Next step was a FPV flying trial. 
 About two weeks later, Joel and I met up at the field. 
Along with his FPV'd BluFO, he had his video Rx/
LCD monitor combo. I had my video Rx/headset. We 
set up a control transmitter master/slave wireless 
trainer system with his two Spektrum radios. Joel put a 
flight on while I rode along with my video headset on. 
Satisfied I could see well enough to attempt to take 
control, we went for a second flight with me on the 
slave transmitter. I was able to take off from the 
runway, fly circuits around the field for 5-6 minutes 
and land on the runway, navigating entirely from the 
display in my headset and Joel's visual reassurances.
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 So for all of you in the club that have flown their 
BluFO for combat, pylon racing or plain old sport 
flying, there is another application that will give you 
something to get excited about.

Whole House Winter Flying 
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary 
 I'm sure many of you have tried some of the micro 
heli's and multi-copters for flying in the comfort of 
your own home. If you have a decent sized room that 
isn't overly cluttered with furnishings, occasional flying 
can be entertaining. But earlier this year, an interesting 
offshoot of the FPV racing multi-rotors gathered 
surprising momentum. People began taking micro 
sized quadcopters (eg., Blade Inductrix) and outfit 
them with an all-in-one video transmitter/camera to 
fly them FPV. 

 Strictly speaking, this wasn't really a new 
configuration so much as it was a more indestructible, 
smaller and more indoor agile than previously 
produced models with FPV capability. A key factor for 
these so called “Tiny Whoops” was a frame that uses 
what looks like EDF fan shrouds for the prop guards. 
 Horizon Hobby started this EDF configuration in 

their Inductrix micro-copter about a year ago. 
Otherwise is wasn't any more flight capable than 
quadcopters that have been available for the last 2-3 
years. Early this year, these became the main donor of 
frames for the DIY build of Tiny Whoop FPV 
quadcopters. 

 This Fall, Horizon acknowledged the trend by 
coming out with a FPV Inductrix integrated with a 
video/Tx and camera ready to fly for $100 that will 
bind with Spektrum transmitters. Add your own 
display screen or goggles and you have a quadcopter 
that could literally be flown in a closet. As the Chinese 
take note, there will no doubt be clones everywhere. 
 So the craze taking hold now is turning a whole 
house, office or any small indoor space into a closed 
course to navigate while comfortably sitting 
somewhere in the vicinity until either you crash and 
can't takeoff again or the battery dies. These little 
quadcopters are so light and docile that they virtually 
can't cause any wear and tear on the environment they 
fly in.
 One problem that has rankled the adopters of 
Horizon's ready-to-fly Inductrix FPV is the advertised 
flight time versus what most are actually getting. They 
were advertised to do 4+ minutes, but most off-the-
self Inductrix's would barely make half that time. 
When flying FPV, that isn't enough time to cover 
much territory if you are anything less than an expert 
flier.
 Currently, through user collaboration on hobby 
forums, some problems have been identified and 
work-around's posted that can get the flight times to 3 
½ to 4 minutes. Horizon has acknowledged that the 
first batch of Inductrix FPV's aren't right but they 
haven't stated what they have found or what they will 
do for current owners and future production.
 For the time being, if you want to participate in 
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what I am finding is a great RC and FPV experience in 
the confines of your own home (or similar “small” 
world) you need to be handy enough to build one of 
the DIY versions or modify the stock Horizon 
Inductrix FPV enough to get acceptable flight times. 
Typically, that takes a bit of browsing on the internet 
to see what tips and products are out there for your 
consideration. Another benefit of this endeavor is that 
it definitely does sharpen your skills for the full 
fledged outdoor FPV. 
Editors Note: Just beware of cats. While ours tries to ignore the 
flying or hides while flying is being done, others have been 
reported to try to bat them out of the air. Know the reactions of 
your housemates, be they spouse or pets, if you want your flying 
to go smoothly.

November Club Meeting 
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Due to National Election Day falling on our 
meeting night, the room we have at the Monticello 
Middle School will not be open. We have 
rescheduled the meeting for Thursday, 
November 10 at 7:00 PM. It will be held in the 
usual Room #30 at the Monticello Middle School. 
Your club officers would appreciate member 
attendance to finalize what our dues should be starting 
next year. Also, we need another member to join our 
ranks of  club officers for the upcoming year.

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids

Café Express 
Want club logo apparel & other items? Shop here: 

http://www.cafepress.com/wrightflyersrc. 
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............. ..................Pres  Joel Dirnberger 763-878-2252

................ ................VP Drew Holmquist 763-682-1052
.... ...................Treasurer  Bill Nybakken  763-242-6867
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